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T L H  LO C A L

ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16TH
TMS PATIENT CARE WILL SPONSOR

"The Misunderstood Epidemic: Depression"
WFSU from 5-6 p.m.

The programming is informative, powerful, and very

educational. It provides an opportunity to hear from the real

people who are affected. It is a must view for patients and

families touched by depression.

In the ‘80s, I drove the length of
Texas on Interstate 10 from El Paso to
Beaumont, which is an excruciatingly
long, flat and mind-numbing 830 miles.
There are probably freeways on the
surface of Venus that have better scen-
ery than the barren earth around Fort
Stockton.

Still, the Texas endurance test was
nothing compared to the 72 miles be-
tween Marianna and Mexico Beach in
the Florida Panhandle. When I was a
child, it felt like 725 miles between my
hometown near the Alabama border
and my family’s favorite beach destina-
tion in the far right-hand corner of Bay
County.

My father, who always drove my
mom and three older brothers to the
shore, was never in a hurry to get
there. I was so excited to reach the
beach that I could barely contain my
panting and maintain bladder control.

Ah, but the Old Man preferred to
meander as he leisurely burned
through another pack of Filter King
Kools behind the wheel. 

On a whim, he’d take a detour to visit
the tall banks along the Chipola River
at Johnny Boy Landing near Altha. He
might drop by to see his dentist and
hunting buddy in Blountstown. I don’t
think we ever made it past the Dead
Lakes bait shop in Wewahitchka with-
out pulling over for a gab session with
the owner. Looking back, my Old Man
was probably taking a fresh-air break
from all the Filter King Kools smoke
filling the overstuffed station wagon.

Or, maybe my father made so many
frequent stops because he couldn’t take
any more of the noise and madness
inside the claustrophobic, cacophonous
Chevy. My brothers and I fought and
bickered a lot. We also knew how inflict

psychological torture. I would go into
fits whenever one of them sang “The
Crabby Appleton Theme Song.” It went
like this:

“My name is Crabby Appleton, / I’m
rotten to the core / I do a bad deed ev-
ery day/ And sometimes three or four /
I can’t stand fun for anyone / I think
good deeds are sappy /I laugh with glee,
it pleases me / When everyone’s un-
happy.”

After hearing “The Crabby Appleton
Theme Song” for the fifth or sixth time,
I am surprised that Chevy wagon was
never found wrapped around a cypress
stump in Dead Lakes. Intentional sui-
cide, you know. The nose dive into the
black-water moccasin pit would have
really made me angry because it
slowed down the trip.

Meet at Overstreet
The most dreaded stretch of the

journey to Mexico Beach was County
Road 386. It ran through the middle of a
time vacuum in the scrubby booger-
woods of Gulf County between Wewa-
hitchka and Overstreet. The repetitive
landscape was filled with rows and
rows of anorexic pine trees, all the
same height and color. The dullness
was finally broken by the terrifying
Overstreet, which was a rickety, float-
ing, one-lane, wooden drawbridge

across the wine-dark Wimico River.
The fly speck hamlet of Overstreet

consisted of a weather-beaten Gulf gas
station with a single pump, a small
church, a one-room school and the
bridge-tender’s house. It was the per-
fect setting for a Stephen King novel.

The gate was always, always, always
down when we finally made it to Over-
street, adding what felt like another
two hours to the trek. We parked the
wagon and waited for a fishing skiff to
putt-putt past down the river. It left
plenty of time for my brothers to make
up stories. Did you hear about the lost
shark in the Wimico River that ate ev-
ery first-grader in Overstreet? Have
you seen the ghost boat of Confederate
dead that trolls the river waiting for the
frail bridge to finally collapse? You
know that Overstreet is the cannibal
capital of Florida, right?

A few years later, when the movie
“Sorcerer” (1977) came out, I had flash-
backs to Overstreet. There’s a famous,
white-knuckle scene in “Sorcerer”
where mercenaries drive a cargo truck
loaded with nitroglycerin over a de-
crepit, crumbling rope bridge in the
middle of a rain forest somewhere in
South America. The suspense in the
scene is excruciating — just like every
crossing at Overstreet.

By the time we made finally made it
to Mexico Beach, I usually threw up in
the sand thanks to all the excitement,
lies and anticipation. I was just an ex-
citable boy, they all said.

These days, Stephen King’s draw-
bridge of death is long gone. Overstreet
is easy to miss because of the concrete
overpass that towers above the Wimico
River. The ghost boat filled with rotting
Rebels will have to wait a long time for
it to fall.

On the road to nowhere
I usually do the driving when my

wife, Amy, and I take weekend jaunts
from Tallahassee to St. George Island.
It’s a 76-mile trip if you follow the well-
trodden path south through Crawford-
ville, Sopchoppy and Carrabelle. I am

my father’s son — and I don’t like get-
ting stuck behind slow-moving Ford
Crown Victorias bearing Ontario plates
— so I like to mix up the map plans.
Who needs Google or Siri?

After a long weekend stay on St.
George during a recent wedding anni-
versary, I got the bright idea to take
State Road 65 home, north through
Tate’s Hell State Forest. It’s called Hell
for many good reasons.

Tate’s Hell is supposedly one of the
prime habitats for the swamp-dwelling
Florida Skunk Ape. The wild wetland
was named for Cebe Tate, a doomed
farmer who got lost and died in the
woods in 1875 while hunting a cow-
killing panther. (It was not named for
Larry Tate, Darren Stephens’ boss on
“Bewitched,” as my older brothers once
tried to convince me.) The Spanish
explorer Cabeza de Vaca (aka Cow’s
Head in English) caught hell from the
locals when he came stomping through
the swamps around Tate’s Hell in 1528.

The topography of Tate’s Hell is
ruggedly gorgeous for the first few
miles but, once you get past Sumatra, it
gives the road to Overstreet a run for
its time-warp worth when it comes to
pine-tree monotony. The 30-mile
stretch between Sumatra and Hosford
is where you pray for a black bear or a
Liberty County Sasquatch to step out of
the woods just to break up the tedium
of the timber.

Amy, of course, put her seat back
and slept through the whole thing. I
used to do the same thing when my
father announced that we were driving
from Marianna to the airport in Talla-
hassee “via Blountstown and Hosford.”

Somewhere between Wilma and
Telogia, I sang a variation of Crabby
Appleton’s theme: 

“My name is Crabby Appleton/ And I
am simply awful/ It does my heart a lot
of good to do a deed unlawful/ I’m fond
of gloom, impending doom/ I think good
deeds are sappy/ I laugh with glee, it
pleases me/ when everyone’s unhappy.”

Contact Mark Hinson at mhin-
son@tallahassee.com

The road goes on forever and this trip will never end

Mark
Hinson
DEMOCRAT SENIOR WRITER

STATE ARCHIVES OF FLORIDA: FLORIDA MEMORY

The floating draw bridge in Overstreet, near
Mexico Beach, is shown here in 1981.

Stephanie Irigoyen diligently works
at her desktop with headphones in
place—a fairly traditional image to
conjure up when imagining the life of a
graphic designer. However, coming
through her earbuds is a slightly un-
common soundscape: spooky podcasts.
Irigoyen loves listening to the hair-
raising folkloric histories of “Lore,”
reports from a fantastical desert town
in “Welcome to Night Vale,” and seri-
alized docudramas, “The Black Tapes.” 

This aural practice intersects with
her visual creations, sometimes influ-
encing the work if she’s listening to
Halloween music when completing a
holiday graphic, or providing a wel-
come contrast if she is working on
something light and happy. Regardless
of if it’s a podcast or music, Irigoyen
says she cannot work in silence and she
finds she is able to complete projects
much faster with an audio backdrop. 

“I enjoy feeling like I’m listening the
radio from another supernatural
world,” muses Irigoyen. “Sometimes
people walk by my office and see me
laughing, and it’s because the podcast
got funny for a second before it trans-
ports you somewhere creepier. There’s
a nice balance there.”

At the age of 15, Irigoyen was very
much into the paranormal as a fan of
the “Twilight” series. Thanks to that
particular fandom, she earned $11,000
producing designs for an online T-shirt
shop that promoted the characters
from the books. Her mother often re-
minded her how art and design seemed
to be a perfect fit for Irigoyen, who
from the age of 10 was perpetually
doodling on the computer.

Though she was always coloring and
experimenting with different mediums,
Irigoyen aspired to become a film di-
rector when she first stepped onto Flor-
ida State University’s campus. Her
dream quickly shifted to communica-
tions, and finally to studio art where
she settled into her calling for graphic
design and digital art. While she still
dabbles in sculpture and painting, she
much prefers digital work and illustrat-
ing, and notes how her winding career
trajectory still fits communications
into her art making. 

“There’s a cross between communi-
cations and art because you have to
understand how to communicate what

your art is saying,” says Irigoyen. “Peo-
ple are attracted to good aesthetics.
Well designed things not only look bet-
ter but they function better and make
life easier.” 

Though she’s long outgrown her
obsessions with teenage vampire ro-
mance, Irigoyen, 25, still finds inspira-
tion in popular culture and considers
her art and design to be colorful and
playful. “Harry Potter,” “Friends,”
“Parks and Recreation,” and “Gilmore
Girls” rank high on her list of movies
and television shows, and lately she’s
noticed her work trending towards ‘90s
nostalgia. She enjoys working with
purples and yellows, but often finds
that her feelings dictate the color pal-
ette she utilizes. 

Her creative process begins with
web searches to incite inspiration. Next
she builds her mood board, a collection
of images, typography, and keywords
that give off the vibe or feeling of the
ultimate end-product. Irigoyen uses
this collage of sorts as her springboard
for sketches on paper until she turns to
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator to
begin the trial and error process. She
reveres the magic of the undo button,
and tests her ideas in a variety of ways
until they take shape. 

“There’s a joke among designers
when you’re working on the computer
that you’re just moving your design
over one pixel,” smiles Irigoyen, much
like hanging a picture just right. “I’ve
definitely stood around in a circle with

my coworkers moving a design back
and forth one pixel at a time until it’s
perfect. It’s so precise that I don’t think
anyone else would notice.” 

For her position at the Florida Cen-
ter for Interactive Media, Irigoyen
relies on her perfectionism to create
functioning designs for web courses for
state grant departments. Her day-to-
day work encompasses designing logos
and webpages, as well as branding and
working with code like CSS and HTML.
Off the clock, she freelances and is
specifically seeking more opportunities
to work with restaurants and help with
their branding. 

A burgeoning adventurer, Irigoyen
makes it a goal to introduce something
new into her routine every so often. She
enjoys traveling nationally, and has
most recently been to Nashville and
Boston, as well as internationally to
Peru, which she loves for its diversity
and cuisine. She’s participated locally,
for the past five years as a part of the
Tallahassee Roller Girls. She names the
rebranding of the team last year as one
of her favorite projects, and worked
with a local photographer to design
advertisements. 

“I was never an athlete since I was
always the kid in the corner reading or
drawing in my sketchbook,” says Irigo-
yen. “With roller derby I figured out a
lot of ways to push myself mentally and
physically. That was what started me
on my personal journey to try new
things.”

While she revels in the rough around
the edges sport, she was sidelined in
March with a concussion and put under
doctor’s orders that she would heal
faster by sitting in a dark room without
working on the computer, watching TV

or reading. This left Irigoyen with a
chunk of time to sit with her thoughts,
which eventually wandered to a net-
working event she had attended in
town. She realized she didn’t know very
many fellow designers in Tallahassee,
being one of the few in her BFA class to
stay in town. 

Thus, the first annual Design Week
was born. After healing and headache-
free, Irigoyen got to work for the past
six months, intoxicated with momen-
tum and wearing many hats like one of
her favorite TV character Leslie
Knope. She pulled together a weeklong
event that unites presenters, sponsors,
and artists together into a stronger
design community. Kicking off today,
designers will share their expertise and
stories in free talks and ticketed work-
shops ranging from programming fun-
damentals to unique blends like cartog-
raphy and design. 

“I’ve learned a lot in this process,
and I just want this to be a foundation
for a community,” says Irigoyen. “I also
want to showcase Tallahassee’s talent
and make everyone feel welcomed and
appreciated. Even if you’re not a de-
signer and just want to learn something
new, all of our talks are free and open
to the public if you want to hear some-
one tell their story.” 

Traveling to a Weapons of Mass
Creation conference last August
opened the door for Irigoyen to meet
and bond with other designers. She’s
hoping for similar results with Design
Week as she is continually inspired by
the work of fellow peers on social
media sites like Twitter and Dribble, a
sharing site for designers. 

She also hopes it will boost Tallahas-
see’s ambitions to become a tech hub.
For her own objectives, Irigoyen hopes
to make more designs that will have an
effect on society and help populations
gain greater visibility. She’s taken up
rugby and dancing, and is adamant that
keeping your life fresh and full of new
skills helps to further your art. 

“They say write what you know but
unless you’re constantly learning, your
writing is going to get stale and the
same goes for art,” states Irigoyen. “We
have the freedom to do just about any-
thing, so if you’ve always wanted to
dance, try a new class, or drive some-
where new. I think it’s important to get
out of your comfort zone and experi-
ence new things to make better things.”

Graphic artist, Roller Girl concocts Design Week
AMANDA SIERADZKI
COUNCIL ON CULTURE & ARTS

WHITNEY BAUER

Graphic designer Stephanie Irigoyen has put
together Design Week, which begins today. 

If you go
What: Design Week Tallahassee
When: Oct. 16-21 (times vary)
Where: Domi Station, 914 Railroad Ave
Cost: Free to $30 
Contact: For more information, call 850-803-
6490 or visit http://designweektlh.com.

I am Superintendent of McDon-
ald Observatory in West Texas,
responsible for providing the day-
to-day leadership of a large astron-
omy site. It’s like being the mayor
of a small town of astronomy. I
provide leadership for the tele-
scopes and their operations, main-
tenance, and long-term improve-
ments to ensure that they are sci-
entifically competitive; are atten-
tive to the needs of the nearly
100,000 visitors each year. I also
work with the University leader-

ship and the scientific community
to establish a strategic vision for
the Observatory, so that the work
that is done on a daily basis links
with longer term goals. I feel I am
able to do this thanks to my career
having once been a director of an
observatory site in Arizona, and a
long tenure at Keck Observatory
in Hawaii; a highly advanced ob-
servatory where I served in a posi-
tion roughly analogous to being the
Chief Engineer.

What do you tell astronomy
students on how to go about
getting into the field of astrono-
my?

There is a misconception that
“astronomy” is only Ph.D.s that
spend all of their time looking at

and analyzing data. Many observa-
tories operate like small towns
where the business is science. This
requires staff that can do every-
thing from science, engineering,
teacher education/STEM, trades
work, finance and business, and so
much more. The Observatory has a
lodge; like a small hotel. All of
those people are passionate about
the science mission of the Obser-
vatory, and how each of us does
our part. So there are many ways
that a person can contribute to
astronomy at a very high level in
many ways like this.

Ken Kopczynski is the president
of the Tallahassee Astronomical
Society, a local group of amateur
astronomers. 

Astronomer
Continued from Page 1D


